
 

      CLOTHING LIST 
 

IMPORTANT:  Mark all items and clothing with laundry marker, name tape or sew-on 

tags.  We are not responsible for lost items.  
 

Sheets, pillowcases, Blanket, Towels and Washcloths are not provided so you 

will need to send these items.  

    X           Please mark on the line the items you are packing. 
  

Amount  Item      Amount Item 
 

______  Underwear (3)   _____  Shampoo (plastic bottle) 

_____ Socks (2)    _____  Toothbrush & toothpaste 

_____  Tee-shirts (4)   _____  Backpack (optional) 
_____  *Swimming Wear  _____  Canteen (optional) 

_____  *Long Pants (1)  _____  Flashlight / Extra Batteries (optional) 
_____  Long Sleeve Shirt (1)  _____  All Prescribed Medications   

_____  Shorts (4)    _____ Vision Aids 
_____  Pajamas (1-2)   _____  Case for Glasses 

_____  Tennis / Shoes   _____  Insect Repellent 
_____  Hat or Cap    _____  * Boots (For Horses) 

_____  Rain Coat/Poncho           _____        White T-Shirt for Art  
_____  Sunscreen                   ______    Pillowcases    

_____  Toiletries                          ______       Laundry Bag (cloth or nylon)             
                                     ______  Sheets (1) OR Sleeping Bag 

__2-3  Washcloths            ______ Blanket (If bring Sleeping Bag-do not

         need sheets nor blanket)  
       

__2-3  Towels  
 

*Required for Horseback Riding. If no boots, a good pair of Tennis Shoes 

*Full-piece swimming suits for girls preferred-Swimming trunks for boys preferred 

   
  Optional -  masks and small bottle of hand sanitizer. 

 
LABEL ALL BAGGAGE ITEMS WITH CAMPER’S NAME 
   

Summer: Please make sure camper has enough clothing for one full week plus one day 
extra.  

   
Christmas: Please make sure camper has enough for one full weekend plus one day extra.  

 

This sheet should be set on top of clothes inside of the suitcase so that the counselor can 
check it when the camper arrives at camp and when his/her suitcase is packed for him/her 

to go home.  This will ensure camper get his/her rightful belongings.    
 

The medication sheet should be handed to Counselor at bus pickup to be given to 
Nurse upon arriving at Camp or turn in to Office if arriving by car to Camp. 

 


